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Abstract-An algorithm is proposed for the enumeration and display of all l-factors for a class 
of graphs with all vertices of degree two or three. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our objective in the present work is to formulate a method for the generation of all l-factors 
for a class of graphs with all vertices of degree two or three. This problem, as well as having 
the obvious graph theoretical implications [l], has been of interest to physical sciences for 
some time [2]. (The problem of generating the l-factors of G is related to the problem of 
placing non-overlapping dimers on the n-gonal lattice (n = even), or to assigning KekulC 
structures to a given conjugated molecule). There are a number of procedures available 
which will enumerate l-factors of planar graphs[3-81. For example, the last coefficient of a 
matching polynomial [9] of a given graph G (with an even number of vertices) is equal to the 
number of l-factors of G [lo]. Since the matching polynomial of G can be computed 
reasonably simply [1 11, there is no real difficulty in simultaneously obtaining the total 
number of l-factors of G. However, there are, to our knowledge, only two procedures 
available which will actually generate I-factors, and only for polyhexes[ 12, 131. So far there 
is not a single method available which will generate l-factors of an arbitrary graph. There 
are many chemical problems [141, especially in the use of resonance theory [ 151, the structure- 
resonance theory]161 or the conjugated circuits mode1[17J where we need to consider each 
l-factor of G separately. The only way to generate them at present is by hand. Some people 
do in fact generate l-factors in this way[l8], but it is a time-consuming and error-prone 
approach. 
We will propose a method for generating the l-factors of an arbitrary graph G that 
belongs to a class of graphs with all vertices of degree two or three. We have selected this 
class of graphs because it also covers a variety of chemical (molecular) graphs[l9,20] whose 
l-factors we often require. The method that will be described can easily be adopted for use 
on the computer and this process will also be given. 
PRELIMINARIES 
A graph G consists of a finite, non-empty set V = V(G) of vertices, together with a 
prescribed set E = E(G) of subsets of V with two distinct vertices. We call the elements of 
E the edges of G and write e = (u, v}EE. Th e vertex u and the edge e are incident if u Ee. 
The vertices u and u are said to be adjacent if {u,u}EE. The number of edges incident with 
u is called the degree of u and is denoted by deg u. Our notation is basically that of 
Harary[21]. 
TPennanent adress: The Rugjer BoSkoviC Institute, P.O.B. 1016 Zagreb, Croatia, Yugoslavia. 
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In this work, we consider a special class of graphs defined by the following conditions: 
IfvEV(G) then2$degv 53. (1) 
If C is a cycle in G, then there exist at least two vertices U, u E V(C) with u # u 
and degu =degv =3. (2) 
The set VJ(G) = (U E V(G); deg o = 3) consists of at least three different vertices. (3) 
G is a connected graph. (4) 
We define V,(G) = (U E V(G): deg u = 2). Because of (I), 
J’(G) = V,(G) U V,(G) 
and, of course, 
V,(G) II V,(G) = 0. 
We define a l-factor of G = (V, E) as a spanning subgraph Fwith edge-set E(F) c E(G), 
for which the following conditions hold: 
e, n e, = 8 for all el, e,eE(F) and e, # e,; (5) 
Furthermore we will understand by the graph G = ((V(G), E(G)) a graph of the 
considered class. The set of all l-factors of a given graph G will be denoted by K = K(G). 
THE ALGORITHM 
Let u, v E VS(G). S, is the u and v connecting subgraph of G if, 
If V(S,,J fl V,(G) # 8 and w E V(S,) II V2(G), then the neighbors w’, W” are 
elements of V&J. (8) 
From of (2) and (3), we note that the connecting subgraph of two vertices of G is unique. 
The connecting subgraph of two vertices of degree 3 is either a path or a cycle. From (2), 
it foilows that the cycle can be divided into two paths leading from u to v. Another trivial 
fact that should also be mentioned is, 
S llo = S,, for all u, v E V,(G). (9) 
A subset M c E(G) of edges is called an initial system if, 
e = (u, v} EM, then u E V,(G) or u E V,(G); (10) 
(11) 
e,, ezeM and e, # e,, then e, fl e2 = 0. (12) 
If M is an initial system, then there exists, for each oEVv3(G), one and only one eEM such 
that uEe. Let us denote this e by e,. 
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e,, e+K, then e, fl e2 = 8 for all el, e2eK and e, # e,; (13) 
e,,cE(G) and e, fl e = 8 for all e EK, then e,EK. (14) 
Let U, u E V,(G) be such vertices that there exists the connecting subgraph S,. Let 
e EE(S,) be such that u Ee. Then we denote the maximal edge-disjoint subset of E(S,) 
covering I’,(&) by EL. The following conditions hold for E&,: 
ER, is maximal edge-disjoint; (1% 
If II E V2(Suu), then u E u m; 
rnsErr 
(16) 
e E EL if and only if e E E(S,). (17) 
The following lemma will be of subsequent use later on. 
LEMMA 1
Let U, o, w E V,(G) and u # D, u # w, u # w, and let the connecting subgraphs S, and S,, 
exist. Lzt e E E(G) be an edge incident with U. If e,, e,cEf, U EL and e, # e,, then e, n e, = 8. 
ProoJ From (7), and the conditions u # 0, u # w, a # w, U, a, w E V,(G), 
V(S,) r-1 V(S,) = {u]. 
From (15) and (17) we see that e is the only edge in E$ U E$,, which is incident with 
u or there is no edge in ER, U E:, which is incident with U. Thus, e, fl e2 = 8 for all e,, e2 
in the union, e, # e2 from (15). 
Let M be an initial system of edges, and define M* as, 
THEOREM 1 
Let M be an initial system in G. M* is a l-factor of G if and only if E:I=E:: for all 
e’, e” E M and all u, u E V,(G) for which the connecting subgraph S,, exists. 
Proof. (I) Let M* be a l-factor of G. 
Let us assume that there exists U, u E V,(G) with E& # E;:‘, and that e’, e” E M and S,, 
exists. Since both sets are not equal we can rind (without loss of generality) an edge 
e. E E::, which is not in EEL, e. $Z Eb:. From E&, Ed:’ C M*, definition (18) and the fact 
that M* is a l-factor of G, it follows that, 
e,fle =8 for all ecE$ 
We have thus found an element eoEE(&,) = E(S,) not in E&, and e, fl e = 8 for all 
e E Et;. This contradicts the maximality of E&. Consequently Ez = EL for all e’, e”EM and 
all U, u E V,(G) for which the connecting subgraph exists. 
(II) Let EL = EL for all e’, e”EM and all U, tr E V,(G) for which the connecting 
subgraph S, exist. 
From (l), (8) and (1 1), 
V(G) c u e. 
elzw 
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We show that if e,, QEM* and e, # e,, then e, n e2 = 0. If e, and e2 belong to disjoint 
connected subgraphs, then, of course, e, fl e, = 0. 
We now assume that there exists a vertex u E V,(G), and a, w E I’,(G) with existing S, 
and S,,. 
Case 1. Without loss of generality we can let e,, e,EE(S,), e, # e,. Then from the 
definition of M* there are e’, e”EM with e,, e,EE$ U Et,, so that 
e’ e,, e2e E, U E’$, = E’,. 
This means, from the definition of E’i, that e, fl e2 = 0. 
Case 2. e,EE(S,), e,~E(S,,), e, # ez. 
From the definition of M*, there are e, e’, err with 
e,EE:,UEfu=E&,UE;=ER, 
e,EE’,, U EL = EzW U EzW = E’,, 
and consequently 
e,, e,E E’, U E’,,. 
From Lemma 1, it follows that e, fl e, = 0, and Theorem 1 is thus proved. 
In order to formulate the method for use on the computer we will first define some 
useful quantities. Let p denote a path, and I(p) its length, i.e. the number of edges of p. 
Since the connecting subgraph S,, may exist for the vertices u, oEV,(G) we can define, 
k(u,u)=x (1 -[E(p) modulo 21) 
P 
where the summation is taken over all paths of S, leading from u to u. We call this number 
the charcreristics of S,. Since S, can be a cycle or a path, k(u, u)o(O, 1,2). 
The following theorem will show that the l-factors of G depend only on the choice of 
a suitable subset of edges and on the characteristics of the connecting subgraphs. The 
number of l-factors of G does not change if a connecting subgraph is substituted by 
another connecting subgraph of a different size providing the characteristics of S, does 
not change. 
THEOREM 2 
Let M be an initial system in G and U, u E V,(G) with existing connecting subgraph S,. 
If e is incident with U, e’ incident with U, and e, e’EM, then E’, = Efu if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds: 
e E E’, if and only if e’E E’, for k(u, u) = 0; (1% 
e EE’, if and only if e‘$Ez for k(u, u) = 1; (20) 
e EE’, and e’EEt for k(u, u) = 2. (21) 
Proof. (I) Let E’, = E&. 
(I. 1) k(u, u) = 0 means that each path from u to u in S, is of odd length. If e E EL then 
e is the initial edge of a path in S,. The terminal edge e” of this path must be in EL because 
the length of the path is odd. Thus, e”E E’, = Efu and incident with u, i.e. e” n e’ # 0. (15) 
shows that e” = e’ and therefore e’EE’,. The other direction of the equivalence can be 
proved in a similar way. 
(1.2) k(u, u) = 1 means that one of the paths from u to u in S, is of even length. If 
e E E’&, then e is the initial edge on this path, starting from U. Because this path is of even 
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length the terminal edge e” cannot be in E’,, consequently e”#EL = E&. If S, is a path, 
we have shown that e’$E’,. If S, is a cycle, it may appear that e’ is on a path of odd 
length, but then the terminal edge e + of this path would be incident with u, and 
e + E Efu = E&,; a statement which contradicts the fact that e is incident with u and Ef, is 
edge-disjoint. Therefore, in each case e $.G Ef: = E:,. 
(1.3) k(u, V) = 2 means that S,,,, is a cycle and every path in S, from u to z, is of even 
length. 
The assumption that e $ EL or e’$ EL = EK, implies that the terminal edges of both 
paths are in Em and this is in contradiction to E’,, which is the edge-disjoint subset. 
(II) From the definition of E’, and that of the l-factors, we can see that EL is a l-factor 
of S, if the number of vertices of S, is even and e ES,. If S, is a path with an even number 
of vertices then there is only one l-factor in S,. If S, is a cycle with an even number of 
vertices then there are two l-factors in S,. 
For k(u, u) = 0 and k(u, v) = 2, the number of vertices of S, is even. If ecER, and 
e’E EL, both are contained in the same l-factor, and consequently E&, = EL. If e 4 EL and 
e’#E’,, and k(u, u) = 0, we can see that E’, and E$, are the only l-factors of S, - u - u, 
and consequently E’, = E’k. 
If k(u, u) = 1, the graph S,, -u is a path of even length. If e E E:, and e’ $C E;,, then 
ER, is the l-factor of S, - o and equal to EL (e and e’ can, of course, be interchanged, 
whence a further set of conditions are obtained). 
For the class of graphs studied in this paper, the numerical expression for the l-factors 
can be best formulated by making use of the following conditions relating to U, D E V,(G), 
C(U, 0) = 
2 if S, is cycle 
0 otherwise 
h(u, u) = 
2k(U*“) if S exists 
0 Illr- otherwise. 
(22) 
(23) 
Let V3(G) = {q, . . . , f(n) be labelled, then we can define two matrices of G, H(G) and 
C(G): 
H(G)=(hg)tsi,jsn 
h,=h(u,,u,); 1 si,jsn, (24) 
and 
C(G)=(c,)t,i,jsn 
cii = c(u,, 14~); 1 s i,j $ n. (25) 
Let A4 c E(G), where E(G) is the set of edges in G. We define matrices fl*(M, G) and 
C*(H*) as, 
h$ zz -h(uiv uj) if e EM:u,E~ and e ES(U~U~) 
h (u, uj) otherwise 
and 
c; = -cii ifh,<@ 
cv ifh,z0 
1 Ii,jsn. (27) 
For any matrix 4 we denote the matrix (/u,//)~ ii,,Sn by abs(&. 
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Let A be an (n x n)-matrix with abs(A) = H(G). The matrix ,j fulfils the following 
conditions: (1) in each row of 4 there is exactly one negative element; (2) if 1~~~1 = 4, then 
aV= -4; (3) if juti/ = 1, then uii- Uji = 0; (4) if (avJ = 2, then ati + aii = 0, for 1 =< i,j 5 n. 
If m is the number of elements of 4 + C*(A) with values - 3 or - 6, then there exist 
exactly 2m1* sets M in E(G) with the following properties: (a) A4 is an initial system in G; 
(b) M* is a l-factor of (G); (c) 4 = ZJ*(M, G). 
Proof: From abs(A) = H(G) we see that S~,Uj exists if aij # 0. We know from the 
construction of H(G) that h,E{O, 1,2,4} for 1 5 i,j 5 n. If h, # 0, then we understand by 
eij (and e& if cii = 2) an edge of SUi,,j incident with ui. 
We consider the cases: 
(1.1) If h, = 1 and cij = 0, then S,, is a path from ui and uj of odd length. If av = - 1, 
then we choose eti as an element of M. From (17) we see that e,EE&, and because its length 
is odd, the terminal edge of S,,i,,j is in Ez,, . But this is equal to eji which is also an element 
of M, because of condition 3. We see that 
e,- E E& if and only if eji E E$, (28) 
(1.2) If h, = 1 and cii = 2, then S,,iUj is a cycle, and both paths from ui to uj are of odd 
length. Now there are two edges of SUi,,, incident with ui: eii # eh. We can therefore choose 
one of them to be in M. We note at this point of the discussion that we can construct two 
d@erent sets M, depending on whether we take e,EM or eiEM. We choose eji so that eU 
and eji are on the same path in SUiyj, and thus obtain: 
eiiE E$,j if and only if ejiE Ezuj. (29) 
(2.1) If hij=2 and cii =O, then SU+ is a path from ui to uj of even length. If aij = - 2 
then we choose eij as an element of M. From condition 4 and (17), we see that, 
eijczE:fuj if and only if eji$EEyuj. (30) 
(2.2) If h, = 4 and cij = 2 (i.e. h, + cij = 6), then SUiUj is a cycle, and both paths from ui 
and uj are of even length. Now there are two edges of S,, incident with ui:eg # eh. We 
can therefore choose one of them to be in M. We note again that we can construct IWO 
dlfirent sets M. We choose eji so that eV and eji are not on the same path in SuiUj. We thus 
obtain: 
eVE Ezuj and ejiE Ezuj (31) 
from condition (2), and the fact that E&j is a l-factor of SUiU,. 
(3) If h, = 2 and cii = 2, then SUiUj is a cycle, and one path from U, to uj is of even length 
and the other is of odd length, respectively. If uV = - 2, then we choose e, to be an element 
of M if eV is on path of even length. We note that the terminal edge of this path is not 
in E&,. (The initial edge must not belong to the path of odd length, since this would lead 
to a contradiction to condition 1). We obtain: 
e,EEzuj if and only if eji#E$j. (32) 
We can now construct a set M c E(G) with n elements and 4 = H*(M, G). We will 
show that this set is an initial system of G. 
For all i (1 5 i I n) we see by virtue of (26) that it exists e E M incident with ui E I/,(G), 
and therefore V,(G) C U e. 
CEM 
Let e, e’ E M, e # e’, and let us assume e n e’ =O, then there exists a o E V(G) with 
v Ee /l e’. If u E V,(G), then there is a path of even length, and e and e’ are on this path. 
From the way M is constructed it follows that it is not possible for two elements of M 
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to be on a path of even length. Let u = U,E V3(G). From e # e’ we see that there are 
ui, uje V3(G) with ui # ui and e EE(S_+) and e’EE(SUm,). From (26): h*(~,, ui) < 0 and 
h*(~,, uj) < 0. Thus, there are two negative elements on the line m in H*(M, G). But this 
is not allowed, and the contradiction appears, i.e., e fl e’ = 0. 
We have proved that M is an initial system. From Theorem 2 we obtain ER, = EL for 
all e, e/EM, U, uj~ r/,(G). From Theorem 1 we see that M* is a l-factor of G. As we have 
already seen, in constructing M there are two possibilities that can arise when cV = - 2 and 
aV = - 1, i.e., a, + cii = - 3, or cii = - 2 and a# = -4, i.e., aV + cV = - 6. But in both cases 
the choice of eV depends on the choice of eji. Consequently, we can construct exactly 2m’2 
sets M in E(G) where m is the number of elements of value - 3 or -6 in 4 +C*(A). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
From the above theorem and the fact that for each l-factor F of G an initial system 
M can easily be found with M = F, the following theorem follows. 
THEOREM 4 
Let Ai (1 5 i g k) be a set of matrices with abs(Ai) = H(G), and let Ai fulfil conditions 
(l)-(4) of Theorem 3. Let mi be defined in the same way as in the Theorem 3, then there 
exists CfE, 2”‘i” l-factors of G. 
The matrices ,4i can be constructed rather easily by assigning one minus sign to an 
element in a row and simultaneously constructing the column with the same index 
according to conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3. If a negative element can occupy more than 
one position in a row, we mark this row by asterisks. On completion of Ai, we go back 
to the last row marked with asterisks, change the position of the minus sign, and 
re-construct the lines below in a manner shown above. 
(1) 
ILLUSTRAT VE EXAMPLES 
(a) Construct matrix H(G) 
1 
H(G) = ; 
4 
(b) Construct matrix C(G) 
1 c cm 2 3 
G 
_I 2 3 4 
0 2 0 2 
2 0 1 0 
0 1 0 
2 0 2 _ 1 2 0 
1 2 3 4 
1 r0 2 0 0 
II(G) =; 
4 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 2 0 
(c) Construct sum-matrix H(G) + C(G) 
1 2 3 4 
1 r0 4 0 21 
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(d) Construct 4 + C*(A) matrices I -2 o-4 4 0 0 2* 7 
! 
0 4 o-2; 
-4 ! t 0 2 I 
No l-factor. 
There is no line 
left which is 
marked by asterisk 
No further and algorithm 
choice possible. stops. 
This result is of course correct because the above graph has no l-factors (it has an odd 
number of vertices). 
(11) 
G 
010206 
102010 
H(G)= 020002 
2 0 0 0 2 0 
010201 
00201q 
000200 
000000 
C(G)= I 000002 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 000000 002000 
010400 
102010 
H(G) + C(G) = I 020004 1 400020 010201 004010 
o-1 0 4 2 d 
-1 0 2 0 1 0 
o-2 0 0 0 4 
-4 0 0 0 2 0 
0 I o-2 0 1 
_ 0 o-4 0 10 
* 
(III) 
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-0 1 o-4 0 0 
1 o-2 0 10 
0 2 0 0 o-4 
4 0 0 o-2 0 
0 1 0 2 0 -1 
p 0 4 o-1 0 
b 1 o-4 0 0 
1 0 2 o-1 0 
o-2 0 0 0 4 
4 0 0 o-2 0 
o-1 0 2 0 1 
P o-4 0 1 c 
* 
625 
3 k 
G 
H(G) = 
I.‘(G) = 
0 1 6 0 
H(G)-tC(G)= :, 8 8 ; 
[ 1 0 6 1 0 
m=4 
K(G) = 2”12 = 4 
377 
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(x%xy cm 
c 
All these graphs have the same H(G), C(G), and u(G) + C(G) matrices. 
0 1 1 0 
H(G) = 
1 0 0 1 
[ 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
C(G) = 
H(G)+C(G)= ; ; ; ; 
[ 1 0 3 1 0 
m, = 0 
a9 
m, = 4 
cLJ909 
09 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A computer subroutine, ONEFAC, which analyses the H(G) + C(G) sum-matrix ac- 
cording to the above algorithm, has been written in FORTRAN. The subroutine listing is 
given in the table, and the basic strategy is outlined in the figure, in the form of a 
block-diagram. The subroutine is accessed by a statement: 
CALL ONEFAC (R, N3, A, N, OUT) 
where R is an array of dimension (N3,N3) containing the Zf(G)+C(G) sum-matrix. 
Output from the subroutine consists of the N valid l-factors, which are each written to 
channel OUT in the form of an array A (N3,N3). 
10 
5: 
40 c 
so c 
60 C 
70 c 
80 c 
90 c 
100 c 
110 c 
126 c 
130 c 
140 c 
150 c 
160 C 
170 c 
180 c 
190 c 
700 
2lU 
220 
230 
240 1 13 
250 c 
260 C 
270 C 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 20 
330 c 
345 c 
350 c 
360 
370 
180 22 
391) 
400 
410 c 
420 C 
430 c 
440 
450 
460 
470 c 
480 c 
490 c 
500 
Sill 
520 
530 
540 40 
550 
560 41 
570 c 
580 C 
590 c 
600 
610 
62~ C 
630 C 
640 C 
659 42 
660 
670 
680 C 
690 c 
700 c 
710 4s 
720 
730 c 
74;) c 
750 c 
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Table 1. FORTRAN listing of subroutine ONEFAC. 
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SUEROUTlNE ONEFAC(R,N3,A,N,OUT9 
IMPLICIT INTEGERtA-29 
DIMENSION R(N3,N39,A(N3,N39,STACK(2,1009 
I? I 
N3 = 
A = 
N = 
M I 
OUT = 
STACK = 
JST = 
IS = 
I2 = 
NEG = 
ISTZ = 
H(G9*C(G9 
NUMBER OF VERTICES OF DEGREE 3 = NUMBER OF ROUS AND COLURNS 
MATRIX CONTAINING THE DESCRIPTION OF THE 'T-FACTOR 
NUMBER OF l-FACTORS 
NUMBER OF ?-FACTORS DESCRIPTED BY A 
DATA SET REFERENCE NURBER OF OUTPUT FILE FOR A 
STACK CONTAINING ADDRESSES OF CONSIDERABLE NEGATIVE ENTRIES 
STACKPOINTER 
ACTUAL ROW INDEX 
ACTUAL LINE INDEX 
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE ENTRIES IN LINE 
NUMBER OF POSSIBLE CHOISE IN LINE 
INITIALIZATION 
N=O 
IST=O 
ISI1 
12=1 
IFtIZ.EQ.N39 GOT0 SO 
CONSTRUCTION OF ACTUAL LINE AND ROU ACCORDING TO THEOREM 3 
DO 20 I=IZ,N3 
AtI,IZ9=RtI,IZ9 
IFtAtI,IZ9.EP.69 AtI,IZ9=-6 
AC12,19=AtI,IZ9 
IFtMODtACIZ,I9,29.EQ.~.AND.AtIZ,I).NE.-69 ACIZI19=-AtIZ,I9 
COUNTING NEGATIVE ENTRIES IN ACTUAL LINE 
NEG-0 
DO 22 I=l,N3 
IFtAtI,IZ9.LT.O9 NEG=NEG+l 
IFtNEG.EQ.19 GOT0 45 
IFtNEG.GT.19 GOT0 81) 
SEARCH NEXT ENTRY UNEQUAL 0 OR -6 RIGHT OF DIAGONAL IN ACTUAL LINE 
1s12=0 
DO 40 I=IZ,N3 
IFtA<I,IZ9.EQ.O.OR.ACI,IZ9.E9~-69 GOT0 40 
MARK THAT YOU FOUND ONE AND STORE ADDRESS IN STACK 
ISTZ=ISTZ*l 
IST=IST*l 
STACKCl,IST)=I 
STACKt?,IST9=12 
CONTINUE 
IFtISTZ.EO.09 GOT0 45 
CONTINUE 
GET ACTUAL LINE AND ROU FROM STACK 
IS=STACKCl,IST) 
IZ=STACKtP,IST) 
SET MINUS SIGN ACCORDING TO THE RULES OF THEOREM 3 
A(IS,IZ)=-A(IS,IZ9 
A(IZ,IS9=A(IS,IZ9 
IF(MOD(A(IZ,IS9,Z).EQ.O) A(IZ,IS)=-AtIS, 
INCRtMENT LINE INDEX 
Iz=Pz+l 
GOT0 10 
EXAMINE LAST LINE FOR CONTRADICTION 
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760 C 
77U 50 CONTINUE 
78 0 NEG'O 
790 DO 54 I=l,N3 
800 54 IF(A(I,N3).LT.O) NEG=NEG+l 
810 IF(NEG.NE.1) GOT0 80 
82'3 C 
830 C YOU FOUND A l-FACTOR 
840 c 
850 M=O 
R60 DO 55 I=l,N3 
1170 DO 55 J=l,N3 
880 55 IFCA(J,I).ER.-3.0R.A(J,I).EQ.-6) M=M*l 
a95 c 
900 c SUNMATION FOR GETTING NUM8ER OF l-FACTOQS 
91c c 
920 N=N+2**(M/2) 
930 IF(0lJT.EQ.O) GOT0 80 
940 c 
950 c OUTPUT OF l-FACTOR 
960 c 
970 URITE(OUT,1323) N3 
980 DO 51 JJ=l,N3 
990 51 WRITE(OUT,1020) (A(II,JJ),II=l,N3) 
1000 1020 FORMAT (10013) 
1010 c 
1020 c NO ADDRESS LEFT IN STACK? 
1030 c 
1040 80 IF(IST.EQ.0) RETURN 
:"oz 
IS=STACK(l,IST) 
IZ=STACK(?,IST) 
1070 c 
1080 C SYITCH BACK MINUS SIGN 
1090 c 
1100 82 A(IS,IZ)=-A(IS,IZ) 
1110 ACIZ,IS)=A(IS,IZ) 
1120 IF(MOD(A(IZ,IS),2).EQ.O) A(If,IS)=-A(IS,IZ) 
1130 c 
1140 c RETURN TO LAST POSSIBLE CHOICE 
1150 c 
1160 IST=IST-1 
1170 IF(IST.tCi.Ol RETURN 
1180 IS=STACK(l,IST) 
1190 IZ=STACK(Z,IST) 
1200 IF(A(IS,IZ).LT.o) GOT0 82 
1210 GOTO 47 
1220 END 
Computer generation of all I-factors for graphs with all vertices of degree two or three 
I I 
set counters to initial values U 
line counter points 
to last line? 
constuction of actual line 
and row accordins to 
theorem 3 
count neqative entries 
in actual line 
exactly one nectative entry? 
more than one neaative 
entry? 
search next entry # 0 
Or # -6 and store address 
in stack 
any found? 
qet actual row and 
colum" from stack 
set minus sin" accordinn 
to the rules of theorem 3 
increment line index 
L 
examine last 1 
contradiction 
381 
ine for 
contradiction? 
count l-factor 
and put it out 
aet actual row and 
column from stack 
switch back minus sign 
decrement stack index 
9et actual row and 
column from stack 
already minus? 
Fig. 1. Block-diagram of subroutine ONEFAC. 
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